Abstract We present an optimization framework for delay-tolerant data applications on mobile phones based on the Markov decision process (MDP). This process maximizes an application specific reward or utility metric, specified by the user, while still meeting a talk-time constraint, under limited resources such as battery life. This approach is novel for two reasons. First, it is user profile driven, which means that the user's history is an input to help predict and reserve resources for future talk-time. It is also dynamic: an application will adapt its behavior to current phone conditions such as battery level or time before the next recharge period. We propose efficient techniques to solve the optimization problem based on dynamic programming and illustrate how it can be used to optimize realistic applications. We also present a heuristic based on the MDP framework that performs well and is highly scalable for multiple applications. This approach is demonstrated using two applications: Email and Twitter synchronization with different priorities. We present experimental results based on Google's Android platform running on an Android Develepor Phone 1 (HTC Dream) mobile phone.
Introduction
Mobile phones are ubiquitous embedded systems. With every generation their user base and computing capability is growing. On September 28, 2009, Apple reported that over three billion iPhone applications were downloaded in just over a year [5] . Recently, Google introduced the Nexus One Android smartphone which has a 1 GHz processor and 512 MB of RAM [11] ; Blackberry, Nokia and others are responding in kind with their own application stores and competitive hardware. The larger narrative of these developments recalls the 80's and 90's when we saw the rise of the desktop personal computer, whereas now we are entering the age of the smartphone which will last for the next decade and beyond. Consequently, there is a growing demand for software design and optimization techniques to support this burgeoning platform. Many of the most exciting applications for these devices combine location and web services, and require regular communication with internet services.
A mobile phone has key differences when compared to a desktop or a notebook computer. First, a mobile phone is an embedded system as opposed to a general-purpose computer; its primary function (to most users) is voice communication. Secondly, mobile phones are more size and weight-constrained than PCs (including notebooks, netbooks, etc.) and consequently have more limited computing resources than their larger PC counterparts. Therefore, applications have to be more conscious of their resource consumption, especially with respect to main memory usage and battery life. Also, mobile phone systems are event-driven or reactive, which means the same application is often launched many times and may only be active for a short duration (e.g. minutes instead of hours or days). Cellphones also typically have one user, unlike a PC which might be shared. Lastly, cell phones are often carried at all times with the user, meaning that it is a far more personal device than even highly mobile laptops. All these differences mean that there is a great opportunity to customize the application to an individual's usage patterns, which could be very diverse from one user to another. Users may have different preferences of when they charge their cellphones, their access and availability to Wi-Fi and cellular networks, and usage patterns (for example: heavy call load, internet usage or SMS messages), etc. So, a one-size-fits-all approach to application development, which is prevalent in the personal computer environment, is not necessarily appropriate for developing embedded software on mobile phones.
We present a technique for developing and optimizing applications to address these concerns. This approach is novel for two reasons. First, it is user profile driven, which means that the user's history is an input to help predict and reserve resources for future talk-time. It is also dynamic: an application will adapt its behavior to current phone conditions such as battery level or time before the next recharge period. Specifically, we propose a Markov Decision Process (MDP) based framework for dynamic optimization of applications running on a mobile phone. This framework allows applications to incorporate user preference and user profiles into decision making at run time. Decisions are then made about when resources are used in order to optimize a developer-specified utility or reward function.
In this paper we focus on the energy consumption of an individual application, which in turn affects the battery life and hence the overall talk-time of the mobile phone. We argue that this energy consumption is critically important because (as noted above) the primary purpose of a mobile phone is to provide voice communication. Therefore, it is important that other applications such as email clients and browsers do not consume too much energy, thereby undermining the primary function of the phone. This is a key difference between optimizing energy for applications running on mobile phones versus more general software energy optimization. This is explicitly taken into account by our problem formulation, where the desired talk time is used as an input parameter. We model this by setting a discharge time T that we expect the battery to last, with the underlying assumption that the phone will be recharged after that time. The optimizer attempts to maximize the utility (reward) of different applications while assuring that the battery lasts until at least time T .
There is a subtle but important difference between the proposed work and the traditional problem of optimizing energy on embedded systems, which maximizes battery life by reducing performance via dynamic voltage and frequency scaling to meet a real-time constraint. For example in [20, 15, 19, 14] researchers present a cross-layer optimization methodology for video decoding by dynamically scaling the voltage and frequency of the underlying processor, such that the task of decoding a given video frame finishes just in time to meet the time requirement. This time constraint can be predicted based on the time required to process a frame derived on the previous history. Although there is a time constraint in both cases, in our work it is a macro-level (i.e. global) constraint that applies to all tasks and applications that run between now and the user specified time T. Parameter T, which is assumed to be given in this paper, is user-profile driven and can be estimated with good accuracy as shown in [17] .
In summary, the key contributions of this paper are:
1. A methodology for dynamic power optimization of applications to prolong the battery life time of a mobile phone until a user specified time while maximizing a user defined reward function. 2. A mathematical formulation of the problem via Markov decision processes (MDPs) and techniques to reduce the size of the decision tables. 3. A formulation that optimizes over multiple applications, including a scalable heuristic. 4. An implementation of this technique in two applications based on the Android software development platform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the problem formulation. First, we introduce the general concept of MDP, develop mathematical formulations using two case studies, and present techniques to solve the mathematical formulations efficiently. We also introduce the concept of the an energy threshold, and present a heuristic based on this threshold that performs similarly to the MDP framework, and is highly scalable for multiple applications. In Section 3 we present the experimental setup employed and show how key parameters are estimated directly from the mobile phone hardware running the Android mobile OS. In Section 4 we present results from two case studies that use the proposed optimization framework, as well as results using the heuristic policy. These sections also describe how the user profile data is generated and used within the framework and how the optimization procedure is performed in conjunction with other applications. In Section 5 we review related work from the literature, and finally in Section 6 we summarize the key ideas of the paper.
Problem Formulation
We first present the general framework of MDP and then present two case studies. In both cases, we consider voice communication as a high priority service and other delaytolerant data applications as low priority services. Other high priority applications, particularly user-initiated ones such as browsing or gaming, could also be included relatively easily, but are left out here for simplicity. Our objective is to minimize the disruption to voice communication due to energy depletion from other lower priority applications. When the battery has sufficient remaining energy with respect to the expected time until the next recharging cycle, other applications can run with higher quality and/or less delay, which consumes more battery. On the other hand, if the remaining battery is low with respect to expected charging time, the system should conserve energy for voice communication at the expense of lower priority services. All the information related to charging time, voice communication patterns, etc. are user profile driven.
We study two generic tasks that are useful to a wide variety of applications on mobile phones: Email data synchronization and combined Twitter and Email synchronization. Data synchronization ensures that local content (i.e. data) is consistent with content from a remote server, such as email messages or Twitter feeds.
Markov Decision Process
The Markov decision process (MDP) is a widely used mathematical framework for modeling decision-making in situations where the outcomes are partly random and partly controllable. A MDP is a discrete time stochastic control process represented by a tuple of four objects (S, A, Pa, Ra).
S is the state space, where s ∈ S is the current state, known to users. In this paper, the state includes the current time, remaining battery energy, time since last synchronization, etc.
A is the action space, where a ∈ A is the action taken based on the current state. For example, in this paper, the action could be whether to synchronize email or remain idle.
Pa(s) is the probability that action a in state s at time t will lead to state s at time t + 1. Note that this transition is partly random (e.g. due to the random arrival of voice calls) and partly under control since it is based on action a.
Ra is the immediate reward of action a. For example, if the action is to synchronize email, we receive an immediate reward. If the action is to not synchronize email, then the immediate reward is zero.
Our objective in this paper is to maximize the cumulative reward, until the expected battery charging time. We note that these rewards are meant to achieve a desired performance on the phone, and are therefore tunable to achieve desired behaviors. For example, if calls are less valuable than data synchronization, the reward for calls can be lowered with respect to data reward. We propose to use the MDP approach to better handle the dynamics of the system because phone calls are stochastic.
In this formulation, an optimal action depends on the current state, the immediate reward and the future reward. For instance, the decision of whether to synchronize email depends on the current state (time, remaining battery and the time since last synchronization). The decision to synchronize email will yield an immediate reward, at the cost of energy consumption which may reduce a future reward. All these factors must be considered in this decision problem.
The main challenge of MDP modeling is to manage its complexity in terms of the number of states, the number of actions and the time horizon. This is important because ultimately the optimal decision procedure, typically in the form of a precomputed decision table, will itself be running on a resource-constrained device (i.e. a mobile phone). The MDP model will not be feasible if it requires too much memory, computation time or energy.
There is typically a tradeoff between the number of states (i.e. granularity) and the computational complexity. We show that in some cases the structure of the problem can be exploited to represent the optimal policy with a reduced state space, e.g. using a threshold-based format.
In our case, the number of actions is limited and the time horizon is finite. Time is slotted and each slot is a time unit. At the beginning of the time slot a decision is made based on the current state information. For example, in our email synchronization application, each time slot is set to one minute. We can also use a coarser granularity of time to reduce the state space.
MDP Model for Data Synchronization
We consider data synchronization applications that are delay tolerant (e.g. email, calendar, contacts, Facebook pages, RSS feeds, etc). If the phone is close to its expected charging time and has abundant energy left, we can perform data synchronization more often. However, if the charging time is too far in the future, we should conserve energy by reducing the frequency of data synchronization. Using email as an example, we study how to control the synchronization frequency to maximize user experience. Our objective is to synchronize email as often as possible, while conserving sufficient energy for voice communication. We employ the following notations: Last, we denote x + = max(0, x).
We assume that R s (·) is an increasing subadditive function. It is increasing because the need to synchronize is larger if there has been a longer delay. It is subadditive so that the following property is satisfied:
The property indicates the value of timeliness. Synchronizing twice (left-hand side), which brings information in a more timely manner, is more valuable than once (righthand side) during the same time interval. Examples of such increasing subadditive functions include log(1+x) and √ 1 + x. Note that T , the (re)charging time, is assumed to be fixed and known in this paper (e.g. 10pm). It could also be dynamic, obtained based on user profiling [17] .
For the MDP framework used for the email application, t, Er and τ are the input of MDP. The action is whether or not to synchronize email. Our objective is to maximize the total utility (out of the available battery). As we discussed earlier, the optimal action depends on the current state, the immediate reward and the future reward. This is captured in the optimality equation discussed next.
Optimality Equation
Let V (t, Er, τ ) be the optimal value at state (t, Er, τ ). In other words, it is the maximal total reward at the current state optimized over all possible actions, taking into account the future reward. We first define the following notations.
Explanations are in order. 
In other words, when no phone call occurs, the power optimizer can decide whether to synchronize mail or to stay idle, depending on which action results in higher return, considering both immediate and future rewards.
Based on the above formulation, we can solve the problem (i.e. find the optimal decision for each state (t, Er, τ )) using dynamic programming through backward induction. 1 We also have the following boundary conditions.
The boundary condition defines the optimal decision at time T , the end of the discharge period, and when the phone is out of battery. The first equation evaluates the value of remaining energy at the charging time. For simplicity, we set fr(Er) = 0 in this paper, which implies that the energy remaining at the charging time has no value. This may not be the case, especially if the charging time is not a constant. Given the boundary condition at time T , one can then find the optimal action at time T − 1. This same process can be used for each tuple (t, Er, τ ) if we have the optimal decision (and the corresponding value) at time t + 1, t + 2, · · · , T . The solution can be represented using a three-dimensional table where there is an optimal decision for each tuple (t, Er, τ ). The size of the decision table is proportional to the number of states, which is the product of the length of the discharging period, the number of different energy levels, and the number of possible elapsed times from the last synchronization. This could be very large, especially if the granularity of t and τ is small. In the following, we will present a special property of this problem that allows a more structured and simplified solution.
Theorem 1 Define
The following policy is optimal:
The proof of the theorem is presented in Appendix A. The structure is useful in reducing the complexity/memory space required for the optimal policy. Instead of a three-dimensional table, one can represent the optimal policy using two dimensions, i.e. for each (t, Er) tuple, only τ * (t, Er) is needed to represent the optimal decision.
In Table 1 , we show a sample of the decision table derived using the measurement data, discussed in detail later. We see that at time 77 (minutes) with remaining energy of 396 units, the threshold is 11. In other words, if the email has not been synchronized for 11 units of time or more, it should synchronize in this time unit. Using the thresholdbased policy, the size of the decision table is reduced to the product of the length of the discharging period and the number of different energy levels. Table 1 Threshold-based decision table   time  Er  Threshold  77  396  11  77  397  11  77  398  11  77  399  11  77  400  11  78 0 NEVER
MDP Model for Multiple Delay-Tolerant Applications
We now consider a scenario where two delay-tolerant applications, email and Twitter, are to be synchronized based on the MDP framework. While the same intuition from the single application case applies, i.e. synchronization rates should adapt based on battery power and time to next recharge, there are two new issues to be considered, service priority and non-additive data service energies. The former means that an end user may value the timeliness of certain applications more than others and therefore would want them to be refreshed more often. The latter means that, due to overhead such as wakeup or wireless radio startup energies, the energy cost of synchronizing two services individually may be higher than synchronizing them at the same time. Additionally, the energy costs for synchronizing each service individually may be different. The main consequence of these new issues is that the set of possible actions expands to include synching either application alone or both applications at the same time, each of which may lead to different utilities for the end user.
We present a high-level overview of the MDP formulation here, leaving the detailed derivations to Appendix B. As in the previous section, our objective is to synchronize data services as often as possible while conserving energy for voice communication, with the added condition that one application may be more valuable than the other. We first number the services (1: Email, 2: Twitter) and extend the previous notation to differentiate these services: The MDP framework also must be extended to consider the time since the last synchronization for each service, as well as the new actions possible. Therefore, a state is defined by the tuple (t, Er, τ 1 , τ 2 ) and the optimal value at the state is denoted V (t, Er, τ 1 , τ 2 ). We denote the value of synchronizing services 1, 2 and both as v Therefore, for the two application scenario we now have the choice of four different actions: stay idle, sync email, sync Twitter, or sync both applications together. The optimality equation can be stated as
The decision is chosen that maximizes the value function V (·) and can only be made if there is no call occurring. The initial conditions are analogous to the single service case,
Using these sets of equations, a similar backward induction step can be used to obtain the optimal values, and therefore actions, of each state.
Energy Threshold Heuristic
As the number of data synchronization services grows, the state space for the MDP formulation grows exponentially, because there must be a state variable to represent the time since last synchronization for each service. Therefore, it is necessary to determine a heuristic policy that is scalable as the number of services grows. With this motivation, we now present a heuristic policy based on an "energy threshold" concept. The policy is simple to implement and performs well when compared to the optimal MDP-based policies.
The basic idea of the energy threshold is to determine the remaining energy level that can handle the future call time after t based on the call profile for every time t. This threshold can then be used to inform the decision of whether or not to synchronize a low priority service at a given time. This energy threshold can be extended to include an energy budget for other high priority applications, particularly user-initiated apps such as web-browsing or gaming. We leave them out here for simplicity of exposition.
Intuitively, as the user approaches the recharge period, less and less energy needs to be reserved for future calls. The basic idea of an energy threshold policy is to compare the phone's remaining energy to the energy threshold at any time, and make a decision to synchronize or not based on this information. If the remaining energy exceeds the predetermined energy threshold at some time, then the phone may choose to sync one or more services based on some policy.
Calculating the Energy Threshold
To determine the energy threshold, we first calculate the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the call time received after a time t, for every t in the time horizon. We define C t as a Bernoulli random variable with probability p c (t) that the user will be on a call at time t. Denoting C t ∈ {0, 1} to represent when a user is idle or on a call at time t, we can write
Now we define the random variable X t as the predicted number of call minutes received after time t,
The cdf for X t can be calculated using backward induction. Denoting F Xt (·) as the cdf of X t , we then set a probability threshold p th ≤ 1 and determine the time threshold Γ (t) as
Therefore, with probability p th , there will be no more than Γ (t) call minutes after time t based on the calculated cdf. As p th increases, the time threshold will become more conservative. The energy threshold E th (t) is defined as the energy required at time t to guarantee with probability p th that all future calls will be served,
This process can easily be extended to account for other types of high priority applications, and would be especially useful for user-initiated applications. For example, if sufficient histories for browsing application use exists, this process could be performed for those applications specifically, and added to E th (t).
Synchronization Policy for Multiple Applications Based on the Energy Threshold
We now discuss the design of synchronization policies based on the energy threshold concept. In particular, we define an energy threshold based policy for the Twitter/Email application. This policy is designed to meet the requirements of the multiple application scenario, to maximize synchronization frequency while preserving energy for future voice activity and serving different priority services. We note that while this policy is not comprehensive, it is easily generalized for different priority differences and energy costs, and demonstrates the ability of energy threshold heuristic policies to perform well under the desired goals.
We assume that the user may prioritize email over the Twitter application. Therefore, we enforce a policy in which email may be synchronized alone, but Twitter can only sync periodically with the email application. Since email may have higher priority than Twitter, we assume that the user is willing to spend some extra energy to obtain email more frequently. At the same time, we enforce Twitter as a "piggy-backing" service, i.e. it only synchronizes when some other service does, because the energy of synchronizing both is potentially less than synchronizing each service separately (i.e. e ). This design choice is motivated by our MDP performance results, which show that the lower priority service is only synchronized jointly with the higher priority service.
We first define a synchronization period M as the period of joint synchronization. We also define N 1 as the number of times the email has synchronized in the current discharge period. Therefore, if N 1 mod M = M − 1, the next synchronization to occur is a joint synchronization of both services. For a current state (t, Er, τ 1 , τ 2 ), we then calculate τ th (t), the threshold at which the data synchronizations should occur,
otherwise.
Essentially, τ th represents the synchronization period that could be handled by the current energy cushion, the difference between the current remaining energy and the energy threshold. The divisor represents the number of synchronizations that can be handled with the energy cushion, while the dividend is the remaining time to the end of the discharge period. We note that τ th only depends on the parameters of service 1 (Twitter) since we assume that Twitter only synchronizes jointly with email. The action decision a(t) is then defined as follows:
Idle, otherwise.
(9) The decision is dependent on the τ 1 parameter, since email has priority in this case. If the synchronization period M = 1, which means that both services have the same priority, the services always synchronize together. Note that the decision is always idle if remaining energy is less than the energy threshold at any given time. This means that the heuristic is always trying to protect the high priority application to within the 85% threshold. We also note that this heuristic can easily be extended to more than two applications.
High Priority Applications
In the formulations presented, we have used call time as the high priority application which we wish to protect. However, this may be a shifting paradigm as smart phones become more akin to personal computers than voice communication devices. To this end, our model can be extended to include other user-initiated applications as high priority. For example, in the MDP formulations the energy costs as well as the probability of call arrival p c (t) can be supplemented by energy costs for different types of applications (web browsing or gaming) as well as the probability of the user initiating those applications. Expected costs for the use of these apps can also be added to the energy threshold equation, thus protecting them from interference from lower priority function. The difficulty arises in characterizing these types of applications. Energy costs will vary greatly depending on the type of application, and depending on frequency of use, reliable expectations of application use may be hard to obtain. We leave the characterization and profiling of such activity to future work.
Experimental Setup
We use the Android Developer Phone 1 (HTC Dream [12] ) to obtain the power measurement data needed for this paper. The Android platform [10] was chosen due to DC Power Supply GPIB Fig. 1 Experimental Setup its developer-friendly Java development environment and open source operating system running a modified Linux kernel. In other words, the complete source code was available for modification and inspection during our investigation.
The power consumption of the HTC Dream mobile phone was measured during our experiments by using a DC power supply (Agilent E3644A [1] ) to supply power to the phone instead of the phone's battery. Measurement communication was achieved by connecting the power supply for the phone to a laptop computer using the IEEE-488A General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). Power measurements were then sampled via a custom Python script using the PyVISA package [7] for easy GPIB communication. We also implemented maximum voltage and current levels to avoid damage to the phone during experimentation. All measurements were performed for a user-specified duration of time, with a sampling frequency of 11.76 Hz, the maximum sampling frequency possible using the PyVISA package.
Power Profiling

Android Application
In order to determine the constants for the MDP equations, we ran an application called "Tweemail" (Figure 2 ). This program is capable of checking Twitter, Email or both, based on user interface preferences. Twitter was synchronized using the Twitter4j library [2] and email was updated using the javamail-android [1] port of the standard JavaMail library to the Android platform. The Twitter client was configured to synchronize with a Twitter feed with subscriptions to the ten most popular Twitter feeds at the time of analysis. The email client synchronized with a Gmail account created for this experiment and fetched only the email envelope information (which most email clients do to conserve bandwidth). A mobile data connection was established using the AT&T EDGE network in the building that houses our laboratories.
Figures 3-5 show power measurements of Twitter, Email, and joint Twitter and Email synchronization using the "Tweemail" application. All tests were completed with the backlight on during the entire test and no other user initiated processes running. All three combinations of the two synchronization tasks were executed in a loop with 30 second separations between them to facilitate the measurement of each loop's duration. Each power measurement and the time it was measured was recorded and then a discrete integral was performed in order to determine the energy dissipated (Table 2) .
These results rank as one would expect, with email requiring slightly more energy intensive than Twitter. This is because of the difference between interfacing with email and Twitter services. Each Twitter message requires only a maximum of 140 characters of data to be downloaded and is performed using a RESTful interface over HTTP. On the other hand, email employs its own POP3 protocol and each message envelope is significantly longer than a Twitter message (see Appendix C). Therefore, while HTTP and POP3 are relatively similar in terms of their burden on the phone, email requires more energy than Twitter to synchronize due to the length of their messages. Furthermore, due to the inherent overhead incurred in initializing the EDGE radio to communicate with a new server, it is also no surprise that both services updated together consume less energy than the sum total of each operation individually.
Voice Activity Profiling
A 66-day call log history was collected.
2 The first 53 days of the history was used to generate the user profile, while the later 13 days were used to run the simulation as 13 different test cases. Figure 6 shows the normalized histogram of the call history of a user from the user's call log. The call log records the time and duration of every phone call in a given period of time while the user profile shows the frequencies of a user making a phone call for each unit time interval within a day. The probability of getting a phone call at a given time, p c (t), is thus estimated by dividing the number of times a call has occurred at time interval t by the number of days the call log recorded.
Results and Discussion
We implemented the MDP optimization framework for both the email alone and Twitter/email synchronization applications using the above power measurement data and user profile. The key results are presented next.
Email Synchronization
Experiments were performed to compare the outcomes of using the proposed MDP based email synchronization policy with that of the traditional fixed-frequency email synchronization policy. A piece of the decision table derived based on the proposed MDP framework using the measurement data is shown in Table 1 . For the latter, the phone was simulated to synchronize the email every 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 minutes. The phone was simulated to discharge from time t=0 to time t=960 and no synchronization would be initiated during a phone call. We assumed that fr(Er) = 0; i.e. remaining energy at the phone charging time t = 960 has no value. Therefore, it is desirable to have the phone use all of its battery life by t = 959 (which means that all energy is used for voice call and other services in the day).
In the simulation, we use the following parameters, obtained from the power measurement on an HTC mobile phone running Android platform. The initial energy level is 400 units (i.e. Er = 400 at t=0), which can serve around 133 minutes of talk time. Each energy unit is approximately 11J. Energy consumption for each email synchronization e s =1. Energy consumption for making a phone call per minute e c =3.
We run the simulation in the later 13 days of the user call log (profile shown in Figure 6 ) as 13 different test cases. The reward function of email synchronization used was √ τ + 1. The entire discharge period was divided into 1-minute time intervals. We present the results in detail for three representative days with light, moderate and heavy voice traffic in Tables 3-5 . To be concise, we omit the results for the other 10 days as they follow the same trend. In the result, Nsyn is the number of synchronizations performed, M ean is the mean of the synchronization period, Dev is its standard deviation, M call is the total number of phone call minutes, T out is the time battery run out of energy, and Er(T ) is the remaining energy at the end of the day when phone recharges.
Under the MDP-based synchronization policy, the phone synchronized more frequently when there were less phone calls, compared to that of the fixed-frequency policy. Among those test cases when the phone did not power off due to insufficient energy before the charging time (T = 960), the number of synchronizations made by our policy is always higher or equal to those of any fixed-frequency policy.
Under the MDP policy, the phone only ran out of battery when the actual talk time in the test cases is close to the maximum talk time supported by the battery. In the experiment, it happened in only one day when there was 131 phone-call minutes. In this case, the battery life of the MDP policy is only outlived by that of the 60-minute policy by 1 minute. In fixed-frequency policy, the standard deviation of the synchronization period is non-zero because no email synchronization occurs when a phone call is taking place. Using our policy, the standard deviation of synchronization period is much higher than that of fixed-frequency synchronization. The phones running our policy tend to synchronize less frequently near the beginning of the discharging period and tend to synchronize more frequently near the end of the discharging period, especially when the voice usage is light during the day. When the voice usage is (very) heavy, the opposite is observed. To reduce the dispersion of the synchronization frequency, we can set a non-zero reward function for remaining energy at the charging time, or change the reward function to also include the time since the last charging period. This is also reasonable because charging time may vary.
In summary, compared to the fixed frequency synchronization policy, our scheme is dynamic -it allows more synchronization when voice traffic volume is low and reduces data service frequency when voice traffic is heavy. Because of this dynamic nature, it serves the user more effectively by taking into account the priorities of services. There are various directions that we can improve or modify the performance of the proposed MDP scheme. First, to further reduce the chance of missing a phone call (because the phone has depleted its battery before charging time), we can set a non-zero reward function for remaining energy at the charging time; e.g. fr(Er) = c log(1 + Er) at time T . This value would reward remaining energy at time T and makes data synchronization more conservative.
Twitter/Email Synchronization
We now present simulation results for our MDP-based Tweemail synchronization application. Our results show that both the MDP and energy threshold policy in a multipleapplication scenario outperforms simple periodic synchronization schemes while protecting user call activity. We also show that MDP and energy threshold policies are viable for a wide range of call arrival rates, and that policies based on real call profiles are robust to wide ranges of call loads.
Real Call Traces
Similar to the previous section, we obtain the MDP decision table for the two-application scenario based on the real user profile shown in Figure 6 . We then compare the perfor- mance of this policy and simple periodic synchronization policies with periods 5, 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes, where both services are synchronized simultaneously. The simulation parameters are the same as the previous section, i.e. the discharge time is from t = 0 to t = 960 and the initial energy level is 400 units, with each unit corresponding to 11 J. We assume that fr(Er) = 0. Based on the energy measurement results from Section 3, the energy cost for syncing email and Twitter alone e For the synchronization reward functions, we use R
√ τ 2 + 1, where C 1 and C 2 are constants. These constants can be tuned to reflect the different priority levels for different services. For our simulations, we assume that C 1 + C 2 = 1 and obtain MDP policies for different C 1 /C 2 ratios to prioritize services. Tables 6-8 show the performance of two MDP policies and the periodic policies over the same three representative call days presented in the previous section. In the tables, N is the number of simultaneous syncs. M ean i /Dev i is the average time and standard deviation for the refresh period of service i. M call is the number of call minutes achieved, T out is the time when the energy is depleted, and Er(T ) is the remaining energy at the end of the discharge period. "MDP 1" corresponds to a policy where C 1 /C 2 = 2 and "MDP 2" to a policy where C 1 /C 2 = 3. These ratios are chosen specifically to cause the MDP decision table to treat the two synchronization services with different priorities.
First, we notice that in all periodic cases and the first MDP case, almost all synchronizations of the two services occur simultaneously. This is by design in the periodic cases, but in the "MDP 1" case this reflects the extra energy cost associated with synchronizing each service separately. Although C 1 /C 2 = 2 in the "MDP 1" case, implying that the user values email more than Twitter, this effect is mitigated by both the lower energy cost of synchronizing Twitter generally, and the lower total energy cost of synchronizing both simultaneously.
However, the "MDP 2" policy (C 1 /C 2 = 3) shows several instances of email synching alone. This is because for a C 1 /C 2 factor this large reward is maximized by dedicating more energy explicitly to the email service. This effectively prioritizes email service over Twitter. We also note that the mean refresh time for email is shorter for the "MDP 2" case than the "MDP 1" case, which would be expected given its higher priority in the former case. We also notice that for either MDP policy, the Twitter service never syncs alone. This again reflects the lower energy cost of synching simultaneously; because Twitter is valued less and synching it together with other services is more cost effective, the MDP policy always chooses this action.
Aside from the Twitter synchronizing behavior, the results here follow the same trends as the email service in Section 4.1. We see that in all cases, both MDP policies are able to adapt to the different call volumes better than any of the periodic cases, synching more often when voice activity is light and visa versa when voice activity is heavy. This is reflected in both policies' ability to reach the full call time and deplete the battery to nearly zero at the end of the day. In fact, for all 13 call days, both MDP policies protect voice call at least as well as the conservative 60 minute period policy, while achieving significantly more synchronizations for lighter call days. We also notice that this holds true even if the user prioritizes one service over the other -call time is protected and energy is used effectively. Therefore, we see that for two applications, the desired goals of the MDP policy are still achieved -call time is protected while synchronization period is adjusted to compliment the call loads. We also show that reward functions can be structured to prioritize one service over another, and the MDP is able to choose which service to synchronize based on this priority and the remaining energy. Further study is needed to determine the effects of non-zero functions for fr(Er) and to experiment with different sync reward functions. For example, synchronization reward functions that depend on time t may be able to weight the MDP to synchronize more during certain times, while our current scheme tends to decrease the refresh period as the day goes on. 
Performance of Energy-Threshold Heuristic
We now compare the performance of the energy-threshold heuristic policy defined in 2.4.2 to our MDP results. All simulation parameters are the same as in the previous case. In the simulations, we choose a threshold of p th = .85 for the energy threshold. This threshold is chosen because it is highly protective of call time while not being overly conservative, and was shown to perform well for this particular user. This parameter could be tuned to suit different types of user profiles. We also simulate over different M , the periods for joint synchronizations. In Tables 9-11 , we compare the performance of the threshold policies on the three representative phone calls. "MDP 1" and "MDP 2" correspond to the policies from Tables 6-8 
to the "MDP 1" case, with slight degradation in the average sync period and deviation. For all three call cases, the number of joint synchronizations is the same for these two policies, although the "MDP 1" case does experience one solo email synchronization.
The 85% case with prioritization performs quite well in terms of protection of call minutes. Since the joint synchronization period M = 2 is imposed, it is expected that the number of times service 1 is synchronized, i.e. the sum of the solo service 1 syncs (N s 1 ) and the joint syncs (N s b ), are roughly twice that of the service 2 syncs. In all three cases we see that there is no loss of call minutes, and the energy lasts until the recharge time. For all 13 cases there were negligible differences between the performance of the MDP policies and the threshold policy in terms of call minutes served or energy outage times.
Synthetic Call Traces
To extensively evaluate the performance of the MDP and energy threshold policy, we generate synthetic traces based on different arrival rates. We generate MDP policies and energy threshold functions based on these synthetic traces, and also observe the robustness of the real call profile based policies in these synthetic call environments. These simulations are primarily meant to test the robustness of these methods to various call loads.
In the simulations, synthetic user call profiles are generated corresponding to a constant probability of call arrival p in each time slot, i.e. for t ≤ T ,
We assume that all call lengths are equal to 1. When generating the MDP policies the simulation parameters are the same as in the previous section. The reward parameters used correspond to the "MDP 1" entry of Tables 6-8. The call reward is R c = 20 and the synchronization reward functions
are as stated before with C 1 /C 2 = 2, C 1 + C 2 = 1. For each p, a distinct MDP policy is generated using the same call reward R c and synchronization reward functions R s i (τ i ) as described above. Distinct energy threshold functions are also generated from the same synthetic profiles, all with a joint synchronization period M = 1, so that both services refresh simultaneously. Each policy's average performance is observed over 1000 instantiations of call days generated from its corresponding synthetic call profile. Figures 7-9 show the performance of these simulations for various metrics. In each figure, the MDP policy is generated for values ranging from .02 to .13. This value is chosen as the maximum because p = .14 corresponds to an average greater than 133 minutes in a day, which is the maximum number of call minutes achievable with 400 energy units. The performance of the MDP policies generated from the p values is labeled "MDP", and the threshold policies "Th p th ", corresponding to different probability threshold values.
Along with the synthetic MDP policies, we show the performance of two fixedfrequency policies. We also take the "MDP 1" policy and the p th = .85, M = 1 energy threshold policy obtained from the real call traces in the previous sections, and show their performance over the synthetic call days (labeled "MDP real" and "Th . respectively). In all of these curves, a single policy that is generated based on the real trace is run over the entire range of p c (t). The purpose of this comparison is to evaluate the robustness of the proposed policies against inaccurate information on call arrival distributions. Finally, each figure also shows these metrics when no synchronization occurs (labeled "No Sync"), which serves as the baseline for the performance metrics. Figure 7 shows the average number of call minutes achieved by the policies listed for various call arrival rates. For this metric, a strong performing MDP policy is one where the average call minutes achieved under the MDP policy approaches the No Sync case. The MDP policies generated from the synthetic call profiles, represented by the "MDP" curve, track the No Sync call load closely for the entire range of p c (t). In fact, these MDP policies on average achieve within 1 minute of the No Sync case, except for p c (t) = .13, where the gap is roughly 1.5 minutes. This gap is due to the fact that in Fig. 9 Average Remaining Energy at T vs. Probability of Call Arrival this probability range, the number of call minutes in a day is more likely to approach or surpass the maximum call time that can be served by the initial energy (133 minutes). The threshold policy (labeled "Th .85") likewise performs well in terms of the number of call minutes achieved. This result closely mirrors our real case result, where we saw that the the energy threshold performed very similarly to the MDP results, with small deviations in the refresh period and standard deviation.
We also see that the MDP and energy threshold policies from real call data (labeled "real") also adapt quite well to these different call profiles. In these curves, the "MDP 1" and "85%, M=1" policies from the previous section are run over the entire range of p c (t). This shows that the MDP and threshold policies are robust to different call loads, refreshing more frequently when call load is lower. The fixed-frequency policies all diverge from the No Sync case earlier than the MDP, with the shorter synchronization periods diverging in lower p values. From this figure we conclude that the MDP and energy threshold policies generated sufficiently protect call time over the entire range of p. Figure 8 shows the time of energy depletion as a function of the arrival probability. In this case, again, the MDP policy performance tracks the No Sync time horizon line closely. Given that the call time is well protected by both the MDP and energy threshold cases, it follows that the average battery lifetime should be close to the time horizon. There is a slight drop for p > .11, which occurs because the number of call minutes is more likely to go over the maximum call time achievable at higher p values, resulting in battery depletion before the recharge time for even the No Sync case. The real trace MDP and energy threshold policies also follow the same trend, achieving slightly lower energy depletion times on average. The fixed-frequency policies follow the same trends as before, with higher frequency policies depleting the battery earlier.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the energy remaining for each policy. The dynamic policies, on average, achieve near-zero remaining energy, and from Figure 8 it is clear that these policies are not prematurely draining the battery. The fixed-frequency policies do not deplete their energy for lower call arrival values, but deplete the battery prematurely in heavy load cases.
These results show that both the MDP and energy threshold policies result in strong performance over a wide range of call loads. This means that on days with wide-ranging call loads, the same policies can adapt synchronizations in a way that will still protect voice activity. However, this study does not necessarily indicate strong performance in the face of more bursty call profiles. For example, if a user has extremely sparse call arrival but tends to talk for long periods when calls do arrive, MDP may not be sensitive enough to protect these unlikely events. Further study should be done to see how MDP policies can be modified to perform well in these situations.
Discussion
Next we discuss the computational complexity and scalability of the proposed approaches. First, we have the option of implementing the computationally expensive algorithm on the phone or on a more powerful server through Internet connection. For instance, to generate the decision table used in email synchronization, it takes less than a second on a desktop computer and one hour on the G1 phone we used. The delay is mainly due to the memory constraint on the cellular phone. The decision table does not have to be computed frequently (once every few weeks) since call profiles do not change significantly over small time scales. As was shown in Section 4.2.3, a single MDP-based policy can be robust for various call arrival rates.
Theorem 1 allows us to reduce the decision table size by utilizing the structure of the solution. For the case presented in the paper, the table size is reduced from 480 (# of time units) * 100 (power level) * 480(max sync delay) *1 bit to 480 (# of time units) *100 (power level) * 1bit. In other words, the size is reduced from 2.88MB to 48KB.
Another method to improve scalability is to reduce granularity. In earlier discussions, we consider the case where each time slot is 2 minutes. We also evaluate the cases For several data synchronization services, scalability becomes difficult in the MDP formulation, even with special structure and granularity reductions. The energy-threshold heuristic has also been shown to perform well in our results, and is easily scalable to multiple applications.
Non-zero reward for remaining energy could be explored also. We considered a nonzero reward function: f (Er) = c log(1 + Er), where c is a constant. The main benefit is to reduce the variance of data synchronization, especially when the time is close to the charging time. We also considered different reward functions, including various logarithm and square-root functions. The impact is somewhat minor. many disciplines such as operating systems, real-time systems, computer architecture, networking, and more recently in sensor networks and mobile computing.
Stanford researchers [6] were among the first to use Markov decision processes to address power optimization policies for notebook or other battery-operated systems. This work is primarily concerned maximizing battery life. Our work differs because it is more dynamic in nature because our goal is to maximize user experience until the expected charging time. For example, in [6] , the optimal action to turn on/off a disk does not change over time, but in this work optimal decisions depend explicitly on the current time and remaining energy. Quality versus resource utilization trade-offs have also been studied extensively in the area of video streaming [14, 15, 20, 19, 3, 18, 9] . This is somewhat orthogonal to our work, since most streaming applications would be user-initiated and therefore not optimizable in an automated way.
In [17] researchers from Intel and Microsoft propose the idea of context-aware battery management and the notion of treating the next recharge time explicitly. However, the paper does not address the issue of controlling applications to preserve battery life until an expected recharge time, which is the focus of this paper.
CMU researchers studied OS support for resource scalable computation and energy aware adaptive computation [9, 16, 18] . In particular, in [9] the authors demonstrate a 30% extension in battery life through collaborative optimization of the operating systems and the application. Duke researchers [21] extend this approach to the system level by formulating a general framework to manage energy as a first class operating system resource. They propose a currency model to account for energy consumed by different components and develop techniques for fair allocation of available energy to all active applications. In [8] , the authors propose a dynamic software management framework to improve battery life that is based on quality-of-service (QoS) adaptation and user-defined priority. The goal of their works is to extend the battery lifetime by limiting the average discharge rate. All of their works focus on a general purpose notebook computer with no particular priority for different functions, whereas our work is specifically concerned with mobile phones with different priority services.
In the area of sensor networks, UCLA researchers [13] discuss scheduling tasks to accommodate the constraints of energy harvested from the environment such as solar panels. In [4] , an alternative approach to reactive optimization is discussed. The main difference between these works and our own is in the MDP formulation of the talk-time optimization problem in the context of mobile phones and its implementation on the Android powered mobile phone.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a general mathematical framework to optimize energy consumption on mobile phones using the Markov decision process. We used talk-time as the primary function to be preserved, and used call histories as an input to the optimization problem, with the caveat that other functions could be similarly modeled and input as primary phone functions. This made the optimization user profile driven and adaptive, as the user profile is essentially a user-defined parameter that varies from one individual to another. This makes the problem different from the energy minimization work in embedded software such as video streaming on battery-operated notebooks/handheld devices that is primarily driven by extending the battery life with minimal impact on quality. We tested this framework on both a single data synchronization function and multiple data synchronization functions, and showed through real trace simulations that the framework was robust enough to handle both situations while sufficiently protecting call-time and battery life. We developed techniques to reduce the table size for certain applications like data synchronization. As well, we also designed an energy-threshold heuristic that performs well and is highly scalable as the number of applications climbs. Finally, we simulated over several synthetic call profiles to show the robustness of our methodology for various types of user profiles.
We consider the first term next.
where (2) Combining the above two results, we have V (t, Er, τ + ) − V (t, Er, τ ) ≤ R s (τ + ) − R s (τ ).
Based on the above property, we prove Theorem 1 next.
Proof of Theorem 1: Given (t, Er), we need to prove that ∀ τ ≥ τ * (t, Er), we have v s (t, Er, τ ) ≥ v i (t, Er, τ ).
If Er < e s , then v s (τ ) = V (t + 1, (Er − e s ) + , 1) + R s (τ )1{Er ≥ e s } = 0.
Therefore, the optimal action is to stay idle. In this case, set τ * = ∞. The result is trivial. So we only consider the case Er ≥ e s in the following. 
In the above, (4) holds by the definition of τ * . v s (t, Er, τ ) = V (t + 1, Er, τ + 1) (6) ≤ V (t + 1, Er, τ * + 1) + R s (τ + 1) − R s (τ * + 1)
In the above, (6) holds by Property 1 and (7) holds by concavity of R s (·). Therefore, we have v s (t, Er, τ ) ≥ v i (t, Er, τ ) for τ ≥ τ * .
B Derivation of Email/Twitter Application MDP
We now derive the value function in the Email/Twitter Application. Recall that the system state in this application is represented by the tuple (t, Er, τ 1 , τ 2 ). We begin by defining v c (·) and v i (·),
v i (t, Er, τ ) = V (t + 1, Er, τ 1 + 1, τ 2 + 1), 
v s 2 (t, Er, τ 1 , τ 2 ) = V t + 1, (Er − e 
where in each case, we see that τ i is reset to 1 when that service is synched. 
For synchronizing both services together, we receive the reward for both services. We also note that the energy cost here is e s b , which is the energy cost for synchronizing both services simultaneously. Using these value functions, we can now obtain equations (4) and (5), the optimality equation and initial conditions for the MDP.
